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RaiseNow official Stripe Platform Partner
The partnership with the leading software platform for online payment processing simplifies the
payment integration in the donation process and allows payments in global and national payment
means.
"The inclusion in the Stripe Platform Partner Program gives our customers even more flexibility in the
choice of payment methods offered," Marco Zaugg, CEO of RaiseNow, explains. "Our joint customers
will benefit from the combination of RaiseNow's leading digital fundraising solutions with Stripe's
seamlessly integrated payment platform. We are delighted to further promote online fundraising
through this long-term partnership and provide donors worldwide with the best possible platform to
financially support their needs.”
Stripe Verified partners will be certified through a rigorous security and verification process to provide
maximum security to the users of their services. "More than half of our fastest growing users are using
one or more extensions of the Platform Partners," said Claire Hughes Johnson, Stripe COO,
underscoring the importance of the partner network. "As Stripe becomes more sophisticated with
more features, it is even more important to have partners like RaiseNow on board for successful
implementation.”
About RaiseNow
RaiseNow is a leading provider of online fundraising solutions. The focus is on powerful online
fundraising tools that are intuitive to use and enable safe, trustworthy and fun donations. From simple
donation forms to complex payment processes to peer-to-peer fundraising solutions, everything fits
seamlessly into the organization's existing fundraising infrastructure.
www.raisenow.com
About Stripe
Companies of all sizes - from startups to public companies like Salesforce and Facebook - use the
company's software to accept online payments and conduct sophisticated financial transactions in
more than 100 countries. Stripe helps new businesses increase revenue and established businesses
expand into new businesses, markets, and business models.
www.stripe.com
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